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Fourteen fun patchwork projects that are perfect for making use of bits and pieces—from the
bestselling author of Making Scrap Quilts to Use It Up!Is your fabric hoard growing on a daily
basis, taking over shelves, spilling out of drawers, stacking up on chairs? Take action now—
make a stash-buster quilt!Lynne Edwards, world-renowned quilt maker, teacher and author,
continues her campaign to help you reduce your fabric collection, leaving you free to go out and
buy more! In this colorful book, 14 scrap quilt projects are described in step-by-step detail,
complete with easy-to-follow piecing diagrams. Additional quilts are pictured to provide added
inspiration for combining your leftover fabrics. Time-saving techniques are featured to help your
quilt grow speedily.Arranged in six chapters, the book starts with Layer Cake quilts, where
several squares of fabric are layered and then cut into wedges, just like cutting the slices of a
layer cake, to create three different scrap quilts, each with a variation. The next chapter, Stitch-a-
Strip, looks at quilt designs made from patchwork strips, while Squaring It Up gives you quilt
designs to make from fabric squares. The Bits and Pieces chapter looks at joining different
shaped pieced into attractive blocks and designs. Finally, the Small but Satisfying chapter
includes a selection of smaller projects from bags to soft toys to ensure every last scrap is used!
The book ends with Lynne’s expert advice for finishing a quilt including how to add borders to
your quilt, how to attach the quilt backing, how to bind a quilt and advice on quilting the finished
item.
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memory of my dear old dad, God bless him, who was the one who suggested that Making Scrap
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of Stash-BustingFor more than four years I have been focused on finding, creating and
developing quilt designs that will make some inroads into the piles of fabric that have
accumulated relentlessly over the years – fabric on shelves, in drawers, in boxes and in piles on
the floor. But I don't need to tell you about all that. If you have been a quilter for more than a year
you know exactly what I am describing. To the uninitiated eye this represents the mindless
accumulation of useless stuff (we won't even touch on the capital outlay involved). But what they
need to understand is that when we buy fabric we are building and maintaining a collection.
Collecting is just as much a creative activity as painting, writing novels or making
quilts.Everyone's collection is different. I don't feel a compulsion to buy autumn shades or really



bright fabric. Soft shades and subtle tones of blues/greys/mauves/pinks are my areas of
addiction. Our fabric choices are personal and probably colour co-ordinated and it is that
element of a collection that appeals. Nevertheless, what we have to realize is that the longer a
piece of fabric stays in a stash, the more it loses its power and attraction. It needs to be taken
out, shaken, grouped with others that give it new life, as it gives new life to them. In other words
we have to use some of our collection or it cannot grow and continue to give pleasure.Don't be
afraid to use the stuff: it justifies your collecting habit and after all, that's what it was made for.
Reviewing my fabrics both for this book and my previous one, Making Scrap Quilts to Use It Up,
proved to be an unexpected pleasure, like going to a family wedding or college reunion and
meeting up again with people you had almost forgotten. Not only had I renewed my relationship
with some lovely pieces of fabric but in using them in a quilt I have introduced them to other
people who now also get a chance to enjoy seeing them.The more I worked on quilt designs
with a view to using lots of fabrics in whatever amounts I happened to have, the more ideas
seemed to appear. My students, too, were hungry for more and by the time Making Scrap Quilts
to Use It Up had been published there were enough additional quilt designs already underway
for this book. This time I have focused on techniques that are high on efficiency and time-saving
features to move the design along. Not exactly ‘quilt in a day’ but certainly aiming at keeping the
ideas bubbling and the quilt growing speedily so that the fabric stashes don't get too dusty.I have
to confess that after a long spell of controlled abstinence I have weakened several times in the
past three months and bought new fabric, the designs and colours of which I couldn't resist. I've
no plans to use them yet, but they are arranged artfully in a shallow basket in my workroom and I
see them every day as I move about the room. All quilters will understand the pleasure that gives
me. So, do not stop buying fabric – it is a part of the collecting process. Don't put your new
acquisitions away or hide them from a disapproving family. You bought them to enjoy, so do just
that, even if that means just stroking them occasionally. After a while, move them along and mix
them with your established collections. Start cooking a new quilt project by auditioning new
groupings of fabrics from your stash. A static collection grows stale: it needs to be constantly
reassessed, used and replenished.In this latest book you will find 20 projects, both large and
small, to use with all that fabric. Some of the quilts have been made by me, others by my
students, and the range of fabrics varied to suit the taste of each maker. We all have a little less
in our stashes now – but not for long, I'm sure. The important thing is that we have enjoyed
ourselves. Reading through this introduction I see I have used the word ‘pleasure’ three times
plus ‘enjoy’ and ‘delight’. Isn't that what we all feel about this craft and about all that lovely fabric
waiting to be used?Layer–Cake QuiltsQuilters can seldom resist a pile of different fabrics
carefully chosen to look good together and tied with ribbon or string in a seductive parcel. We
buy them, admire them, but find it hard to break up the pile as it is the relationship between one
fabric and its neighbour that pleases us. Once a piece is removed, it never seems to have quite
the same magic. Well, with layer-cake quilts you can build on this pleasure: several squares of
fabric are layered and then cut into wedges, just like cutting the slices of a layer-cake.Spinning



PinwheelsThis Spinning Pinwheel block creates a good sense of movement in a quilt and allows
for either subtle or dramatic colour combinations. The fanned shape of the block is perfect for
assessing how a group of fabrics work together and is very satisfying visually The Subtle Spin
quilt opposite is made from eight toning fabrics for the pinwheel blocks and two background
fabrics used alternately in the blocks. The cutting for all the blocks is done at the same time.
Each block looks different because the pieces are rearranged, although the step-by-step stages
of construction are the same each time. The blocks are separated with sashing strips and a final
4in (10cm) border added. Sue Fitzgerald used the Spinning Pinwheel block to produce a lovely
quilt in very different colours – see Blue-and-White Delight.Subtle SpinTHE QUILT STORYEvery
year fabric designers bring out a new range of fabrics, often in a co-ordinating set of colours. I
bought assorted half yards of a truly delectable collection designed by Robyn Pandolph, all soft
greens and pinks. Two years later when I finally found a project to suit it there wasn't a piece to
be found anywhere to supplement my inadequate stash. Trawling through quilt shops and
students’ own fabrics, I finally acquired enough extra fabric to make the quilt. The moral of this
story is: assume that when you buy from a new and probably temporary fabric range that you will
finally want to use it in a decent-sized quilt. You need six yards in total for this quilt, not six half-
yard pieces…Much time is saved on this quilt by eight layers of fabric being cut at the same time.
The squares are then cut into wedges, each of which is used to make a block.Finished block
size 10in × 10in (25.3cm × 25.3cm)Finished quilt size 55½in × 55½in (141cm × 141cm)FABRIC
REQUIREMENTS• Pinwheel block fabrics: two squares each of eight fabrics, each cut 9in × 9in
(22.8cm × 22.8cm).• Background fabrics: 30in (76.2cm) each of two different fabrics each 42in–
44in (106.7cm–111.8cm) wide.• Sashing: 1yd (1m) of fabric plus 6in (15.2cm) of another fabric
42in–44in (106.7cm–111.8cm) wide for the contrast cornerstones.• Border: 30in (76.2cm) of
fabric 42in–44in (106.7cm–111.8cm) wide.• Binding: 15in (38cm) of fabric 42in–44in (106.6cm–
111.7cm) wide.• Wadding and backing fabric: at least 2in (5cm) larger than finished quilt
size.“This quilt is a favourite of mine as I love the soft colours. I quilted it to death by hand over
one summer – an excuse to sit in the sun and sew.”ConstructionThis technique makes eight
blocks from the initial eight squares of pinwheel fabrics, so start by cutting and making the first
eight blocks, and then repeat the process to make the second set of eight blocks.CUTTING THE
SQUARES1 From each of the chosen pinwheel fabrics cut two squares, each 9in × 9in (22.7cm
× 22.7cm). Set one square of each fabric aside to be used later in the second set of blocks. Take
one square of each fabric and arrange them in a sequence that pleases you. Remember that the
last fabric will link up with the first fabric in this pinwheel design. Note the order of the fabrics on
a piece of paper and number each one.Cutting through eight layers at once sounds great, but
accuracy can suffer as the fabric shifts a little with each cut. Instead, make two piles each with
just four layers of fabric and reassemble into one pile after cutting.2 Place the fabric squares
numbered 1–4 on top of each other with 1 at the top and 4 at the bottom, all right side upwards.
Line up the cut edges of the squares exactly. Use a rotary cutter and ruler to cut the squares
diagonally from corner to corner (Fig 1). Repeat this from the other corner to corner diagonally



(Fig 2).Fig 1Fig 23 Without moving the layers of fabric, place the ruler horizontally across the
centre of the fabric and the bottom edge of the fabric matching the 4½in marking on the ruler
(Fig 3). Cut across the fabric squares.Fig 34 Lift the ruler without disturbing the piles of fabric
and place it vertically down the centre of the fabric with the left-hand edge of fabric matching the
4½in marking on the ruler (Fig 4). Lefthanders should work from the right-hand side of the fabric.
Cut through the fabric squares vertically. The four layers are now cut into eight triangles (Fig
5).Fig 4Fig 55 Repeat this with the squares of fabric numbered 5–8, with fabric 5 at the top and 8
at the bottom of the pile. Carefully place the first set of cut squares on top of the new set so that
the order of fabrics goes in sequence from 1 at the top to 8 on the bottom.The wedges of fabric
will be used one at a time to make a block from each. This may take longer than planned (life
gets in the way sometimes), so keep the cut layer-cake of fabrics in a tray or box so they stay in
their neat wedges ready for use.Arranging the pieces6 Pick up the pile of triangles marked A in
Fig 6. Arrange them in a cut square, starting with the top fabric 1 in position A and working round
clockwise to finish with fabric 8 (Fig 7).Fig 6Fig 77 Turn pieces 1, 3, 5 and 7 to make the
arrangement shown in Fig 8.Fig 8Making the block8 From each of the two background fabrics
cut four squares measuring 9in × 9in (22.7cm × 22.7cm) and thirty-two strips measuring 2in ×
6¼in (5cm × 15.8cm). Cut each fabric square into eight pieces like the pinwheel fabrics in Fig
5.9 Now take the pinwheel triangle numbered 2 in Fig 8 and place the triangle on a cut strip of
background fabric with right sides facing as in Fig 9. The square corner of the triangle should
match the top corner of the strip. Pin and stitch the triangle to the strip with the usual ¼in (6mm)
seam allowance (Fig 10). Press the triangle out from the strip, ironing from the front of the work
(Fig 11). Press the seam towards the triangle.Fig 9Fig 10Fig 11Each triangle should always be
placed in the same position as in Fig 9. Don't try to remember – check with the diagram!
Trimming the triangles10 Use a rotary cutter and ruler to trim the strip to match the edge of the
triangle. Place a square ruler on to the fabric, matching the fabric edges of the triangle with the
edges of the ruler (Fig 12). Trim off the overhanging strip of background fabric along the edge of
the ruler to make a pieced triangle, as shown in Fig 13.Fig 12Fig 1311 Place the pieced triangle
back in the block (Fig 14). Repeat this process with triangles 4, 6 and 8. Place them back in the
design (Fig 15).Fig 14Fig 1512 Take triangle 1 from the design. Arrange it with a triangle of
background fabric as in Fig 16, with the square corners positioned as shown. Pin and stitch the
two triangles together. Press the seam towards triangle 1, ironing from the front of the work (Fig
17).Fig 16Fig 17Always place the triangle of background fabric on the right-hand side, because
if you switch the triangles over they will not fit into the pinwheel design.13 Place the joined
triangles back in the block (Fig 18). Repeat this process with triangles 3, 5 and 7. Place them
back in the design (Fig 19).Fig 18Fig 1914 Take pieces 1 and 2. These need to be joined
together along the diagonal seams (Fig 20). Pin and stitch the two pieces together, taking care
not to stretch the bias edges of the fabric as you stitch. Press the seam towards piece 1. Repeat
this to join pieces 3 and 4, then pieces 5 and 6 and then 7 and 8.Fig 2015 Trim the squares, if
necessary, to exactly 5½in × 5½in (13.8cm × 13.8cm) and arrange them back into the Pinwheel



block as in Fig 19.Trimming the squares at this stage is really helpful as they will fit together
more easily into the final block. Use a square ruler and match the diagonal line on the ruler with
the diagonal seam on the fabric square when you trim.Joining the block16 Pin and stitch the top
two squares together, matching seams carefully. Press the seam to the left, ironing from the front
(Fig 21).Fig 2117 Pin and stitch the bottom two squares together. Press the seam to the right
(Fig 22). Finally, join the two halves together, matching the centre seams carefully. Press the final
long seam to one side. The remaining blocks can be arranged as block 1, or varied as described
in the panel, right.Fig 22Making the second set of blocksRepeat the block-making process to
make another eight blocks, using the second set of eight fabric squares and the four squares
and thirty-two strips of the second background fabric.VARYING THE BLOCKSYou could repeat
block 1 for the whole quilt or vary the spinning pinwheel colour layout so there are eight different
blocks, as follows.Block 2: pick up the pile of triangles marked B in Fig 6. Arrange them in a cut
square, beginning with the top fabric 1 in position B in Fig 6 and working round clockwise to
finish with fabric 8 (Fig 23). Once the fabrics are in position ignore their numbers and just follow
the instructions as for block 1. All the fabrics will have shifted round one place in the circular
design, which gives a very different effect.Fig 23Block 3: pick up the pile of triangles marked C in
Fig 6. Arrange them in the cut square beginning with the top fabric 1 in position C in Fig 6 and
work round clockwise as before. Again, follow the instructions for block 1 using this new
arrangement of triangles.Block 4: use the triangles marked D in Fig 6 and lay them out with
fabric 1 in position D in Fig 6, working round clockwise as before.Block 5: use the triangles
marked E in Fig 6 and lay them out with fabric 1 in position E in Fig 6, working round clockwise
as before.Block 6 starts at F, block 7 at G and block 8 at H. The completed blocks will now all
have a different layout.SASHING THE BLOCKSThe sixteen blocks are sashed with pieced
cornerstones that echo the pinwheel design of the block (Fig 24).Fig 241 Arrange the sixteen
blocks in four rows of four blocks (Fig 25).Fig 252 From the sashing fabric cut twenty-four strips
each measuring 2in × 10½in (5cm × 26.6cm). From the fabric for the cornerstones cut forty-five
squares each 2in × 2in (5cm × 5cm).3 Pin a square of cornerstone fabric at one end of twelve of
the cut sashing strips. Stitch diagonally across the square as in Fig 26.Fig 26The cornerstones
must always be stitched in the same direction as shown in Fig 26.4 Trim both fabrics ¼in (6mm)
beyond the stitched line (Fig 27). Press the cornerstone piece away from the strip, ironing from
the front (Fig 28).Fig 27Fig 285 In the same way, pin and stitch a square of cornerstone fabric to
both ends of the other twelve sashing strips. Trim and press as before (Fig 29).Fig 296 Pin and
stitch three of the single-cornerstone sashing strips between the top row of blocks (Fig 30).
Press the seams towards the sashing.Fig 307 Repeat this for the bottom row of blocks, turning
this row of blocks through 180 degrees once the cornerstones have been added.8 Pin and stitch
three double-cornerstone sashing strips between the blocks of both row 2 and row 3 (Fig 31).Fig
319 Join two single-cornerstone sashing strips and two double-cornerstone sashing strips
together with three squares of cornerstone fabric as in Fig 32. Make two more joined strips like
this.Fig 3210 Pin and stitch the three long joined strips between the rows of blocks, matching all



the seams carefully (Fig 33). Press the seams towards the sashingFig 33ADDING THE
BORDERSI framed the quilt with a border of sashing fabric cut 2½in (6.2cm) wide (finished
width 2in/5cm). A second wider border was made from one of the pinwheel fabrics cut 4in
(10cm) wide. (See Bordering a Quilt.)
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Cathy, “Great Product. Absolutely what I was looking for”

Ebook Library and Ipod Fan, “Choices for random and planned scraps. Lynne Edwards always
has great ideas. There are always at least 3 or 4 patterns that will appeal to every one. She even
gives ideas for those who just have yardage and no scraps. Some patterns are based on others
individual patterns, but using a different construction technique.”

Jazz's mom, “A great resource!. I love up cycling clothes or sheets, or pillow cases....I'm sure you
get the idea. I have scrap fabric everywhere. This is a book I can use in so many projects. It is
well written with great details.”

The book by Lynne Edwards has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 10 people have provided feedback.
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